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VMBH

IF IF PopIIIPopIII WERE VERY MASSIVEWERE VERY MASSIVE

Jet ?
• Burst of Tev ν

• Eventually  a GRB !! 

• Expected ν diffuse flux from PopIII GRBs . 
Compare with capabilities of present and planned ν Telescopes 

• The sensitivities km-scale detector will provide a fundamental
insight on the GRB en.GRB en.

and on
Top Heavy IMF Norm. IMF

ZZff



WHYWHY TOP HEAVY IMFTOP HEAVY IMF

From num. simulations based 
on hierarc. scenario,collapse mod.

First collapsed clumps of prim. gas First collapsed clumps of prim. gas 
MMclumpclump ≈≈ 101033 MMoo

From observations From observations 
(Hernandez  & Ferrara 2000)

• Comparison observed # metal poor star and  # predicted    
by cosm. Models M     increases with zM     increases with z
• ICM metal  abundances metal  abundances higher than expected  from  
enrichment by standard IMF SN SN yield in cluster galaxy
members.

• Observed abundances anomalies  in ICM explained  by
PopIIIPopIII SNSN



Final fate of metal Final fate of metal --free massive Starsfree massive Stars
(Fryer, Woosley & Heger 2001)

•If 140 M140 Mo o < M < < M < 260 M260 Moo

ee--ee+ + pair instability  end 
up in a giant explosion
SNSNγγγγ no remnant enrich
the ambient medium

•If M > M > 260 M260 Moo VMBH VMBH + Jet and eventually GRBGRB

Jet
Stellar envelopeStellar envelope Choked GRBGRB

Successful GRBGRB

In both cases  the jet produce, by photo-meson interaction
a burst of burst of Tev Tev νν while propagating in the stellar envelope

(Meszaros & Waxman 2001)

AimAim: compute the diffuse  : compute the diffuse  νν flux by flux by PopIIIPopIII stars at 5<z<30stars at 5<z<30



PopIIIPopIII stars as GRB progenitorsstars as GRB progenitors
We work within the paradigm of hierarchical CDM models, we adopt
a cosmological model with : ΩΩMM= 0.3, = 0.3, ΩΩΛΛ= 0.7, h = 0.65, = 0.7, h = 0.65, ΩΩBBhh2 2 = 0.019= 0.019

We compute the # of VMBH as F(z) following Schneider et al 2001

ΩΩMM

Mass which ends up in SNSNγγγγ : : M M γ γγ γ == ff γ γγ γ M       M       
responsible
for the transition to a standard  IMF, when Z>10Z>10--44 ZZoo ,at  zzff

and  in VMBH  VMBH  : : M M = = (1(1--ffγ γγ γ )) M     M     sources of sources of TeV TeV neutrinos.neutrinos.

Mass processed into starsMass processed into stars M  = fM  = f ΩΩB B MM
Halo massHalo mass

Fraction of  baryonic gas into stars = 1/2

Baryonic massBaryonic mass
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Star formation rate of Star formation rate of PopIIIPopIII stars using stars using 
PressPress--Schechter  Schechter  formalismformalism

PopIII  GRBs PopIII  GRBs RATERATE

The rate of POPIII GRB produced by a progenitor M = 300 MThe rate of POPIII GRB produced by a progenitor M = 300 MooZZff=5 end of 
=5 end of simulsimul..

ZZff=10 detector 
=10 detector senssens..



Energy of the JetEnergy of the Jet

To produce a JetJet the en. generated  during the accretion 
phase must be transported out by MHD processes

EEjetjet==εεMHDMHD εεdiskdisk MMdisk disk cc22

eff. and mass of the accr. diskMHD eff. 

EEjetjet≈≈ 10105454 erg erg , if beamed into 1% of the sky

EEisoiso≈≈ 10105656 ergerg

(Fryer, Woosley & Heger 2001)



Inhomogeneities in the jet lead to Int. schocks, r~ 1011 cm,
accelerate p up to  εεp,maxp,max ~10~1020 20 eVeV

(Meszaros & Waxman 2001)

εεpp ≥≥ εεp,p,∆∆ = 0.3 = 0.3 ΓΓ hh
22εε γγ

--11 GeVGeV22~~101014 14 eVeV

ππ ++ →→ µµ ++ + + νν µµ →→ e e ++ + + νν µµ + + νν µµ In each collision In each collision εενν≈≈ 0.05 0.05 εεpp

The Emission ModelThe Emission Model

HeHe
HH

Termination shock, r~ 1012 cm,
e- lose all en. by sync. IC,   ττ 11
The target The target radrad. has a BB spectrum. has a BB spectrum

εε γγ≈≈ 5 5 KeVKeV



Neutrino energy spectrumNeutrino energy spectrum
Neutrino energy spectrum emitted by each sourceNeutrino energy spectrum emitted by each source
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It is a function  of EEisoiso

Taking into account IC and sync. losses and beaming effect,Taking into account IC and sync. losses and beaming effect,
the average energy flux  Fthe average energy flux  Fνν(E)  (units (E)  (units GeV GeV cmcm--22) ) 

observed at a given E and emitted by a source at zobserved at a given E and emitted by a source at z
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Neutrino Diffuse flux from POPIII Neutrino Diffuse flux from POPIII GRBsGRBs

The integrated signal observed today at energy EThe integrated signal observed today at energy E
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differential rate of POPIII GRBs

∆ Ω ⁄ 4π=0.01 fraction of sources beamed to the Earth

•ν signal from POPIII GRBs > recent counterparts
•Constraints on PopIII GRB en. and on the IMF of first stars

•We consider the maximum rate fγ γ min



Experimental predictionsExperimental predictions

L band [10L band [1044--101055] ] GeVGeV

H band [10H band [1055--101066] ] GeVGeV
Poor en. resolution

Search for a diffuse flux by looking for an excess of event at high en.
(Andres et al. 2000)

••The upper limit set by AMANDAThe upper limit set by AMANDA--I  can be used to reject I  can be used to reject 
a region of model a region of model paramparam. : if . : if EEisoiso = 10= 1056 56 ergerg, thenthen
ffγ γγ γ >0.27 >0.27 andand zzf f >9.>9.

••For a range of model parameters the diffuse emission For a range of model parameters the diffuse emission 
from from PopIII GRBs PopIII GRBs is higher than exp. Sensitivities !!!is higher than exp. Sensitivities !!!

••The L band dominated by atmospheric flux, The L band dominated by atmospheric flux, 
AmandaAmanda--II and II and IceCube IceCube equivalent performancesequivalent performances

•• In the H band In the H band IceCube IceCube can improve the constraintscan improve the constraints
achieved by Amandaachieved by Amanda--II.II.

Same EEisoiso but different fDifferential # of Differential # of νν



Analysis of the parameter spaceAnalysis of the parameter space ((EEisoiso, , ffγγγγ))
For each model, a point in ((EEisoiso, , ffγ γγ γ) ) we compute 

RRLL (R(RHH)) = total # of ν in the L(H)L(H)--band normalized to 
Max{Max{atmatm. . νν , exp. upper limits}, exp. upper limits}

We show maps of RRLL and RRHH for Amanda-II and Ice Cube

Current upper limit by AmandaCurrent upper limit by Amanda--I test a regionI test a region

EEisoisoεε[6[6××10105454--10105656] erg and ] erg and ffγγγγ ≤≤[8[8××1010--33--0.27] 0.27] 

If If EEiso iso in this rangein this range

Transition from topTransition from top--heavy to normalheavy to normal

IMFIMF zzff ≥≥ [5[5--9.2]9.2] depending ondepending on EEisoiso

for the signal to be below the exp. limitfor the signal to be below the exp. limit



In the L bandIn the L band AmandaAmanda--IIII and and IceCube IceCube extend the regionextend the region
excluded by excluded by AmandaAmanda--II (dashed) down to(dashed) down to

EEisoiso~ ~ 44××101054 54 erg and up to erg and up to ffγ γγ γ≤≤0.43 (0.43 (zzff≈≈9.75)9.75)

Count excess that would be detectedCount excess that would be detected

AmandaAmanda--IIII IceCubeIceCube
LL--bandband

Log(Eiso/erg) Log(Eiso/erg)
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In the H band In the H band IceCube IceCube test our scenariotest our scenario
EEisoiso ≥ ≥ 77××101052 52 erg erg derive fundamental insightderive fundamental insight

on the IMF of first stars with on the IMF of first stars with 66×× 1010--33≤≤ ffγ γγ γ≤≤0.980.98

HH--bandband
AmandaAmanda--IIII IceCubeIceCube
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Distinctive signatures of successful Distinctive signatures of successful GRBsGRBs

••PopIII GRBsPopIII GRBs should last longershould last longer
••The peak emission shifted in the XThe peak emission shifted in the X--rayray
••Optical afterglow absorbed by intergalactic mediumOptical afterglow absorbed by intergalactic medium

••Weak iron lines, because Weak iron lines, because nucleosynthetic nucleosynthetic products products 
of the progenitor stars are swallowed by  VMBHof the progenitor stars are swallowed by  VMBH

Perhaps they are the sources of the FXT detected by Perhaps they are the sources of the FXT detected by BeppoSAXBeppoSAX
Bright XBright X--ray sources with peak en. In 2ray sources with peak en. In 2--10 10 KeV KeV bandband

and duration 10and duration 10--200 s, not detected in 200 s, not detected in γγ -- r ay band (40r ay band (40--700 700 kevkev
Other models can explain themOther models can explain them (Guetta, Spada & Waxman 2001)

Hint: if all FXT are GHOST !!!Hint: if all FXT are GHOST !!!



Summary and ResultsSummary and Results

•If not choked PopIII GRBsPopIII GRBs could be associated to FXTs FXTs 

•The rate of PopIII GRBsPopIII GRBs ~ 4 ×106 yr-1, jets beamed into 1% of sky.

•High en. ν from PopIII GRBsPopIII GRBs could dominate the flux in the L and 
H band which can be explored by present and forthcoming ν tel.
•Constraints on ffγγγγ from these exp, fund. insight on IMF of first 
stars
•If EEisoiso  == 77××10105454-- 101056 56 erg erg AmandaAmanda--I I rejects zzff≤≤[[55--9], 9], thus either
PopIIIPopIII GRBS GRBS characterized by smaller explosion en. Or massive
primordial star formation occurred only at high zz

•The enhanced sensitivity of AmandaAmanda--IIII and kmkm--scalescale detectors might
be able to solve this issue: observations in the H-band will explore 
a sensible range of explosion energies EEisoiso  == 77××10105252-- 101056 56 ergerg, , bringing
fundamental insight s on the PopIII IMF 66×× 1010--33≤≤ ffγ γγ γ≤≤0.980.98
and transition redshifts 55≤≤ zzff ≤≤1010


